IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

NOTICE

The judges of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania approved a resolution on June 13, 2016, resolving that an Order be entered
increasing the maximum transcript rates to be charged by the court for transcripts ordered
on or after July 1, 2016. An Order setting forth the new transcript rates is published below.

Those wishing to obtain additional copies of the new transcript rates may do so by
writing to Michael E. Kunz, Clerk of Court, United States Courthouse, 601 Market Street,
Room 2609, and Philadelphia, PA 19106 or by obtaining them in person at the Clerk's
Office. Copies of the rates may also be obtained from the Office of the Clerk of Court by
submitting a faxed request to the following fax number: (215) 597-6390. Copies are also
available

on

the

District

Court's

website,

which

may

be

accessed

at:

http: //www.paed.uscourts.gov.
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PETRESE B. TUCKER
CHIEF JUDGE

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA
TRANSCRIPT FEE RA TES
ORDER
AND NOW, this 20th day of June, 2016, in accordance with the resolution approved

by the Judges of this court on June 13, 2016, the maximum transcript rates to be charged in
the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, for transcripts
ordered on or after July 1, 2016 are as follows:

MAXIMUM TRANSCRIPT RATES PER PAGE

ORDINARY TRANSCRIPT:
A transcript to be delivered within
thirty (30) calendar days after
receipt of an order.

ORIGINAL

FIRST COPY
TO EACH
PARTY

EACH ADDITIONAL
COPY TO
SAME PARTY

$3.65

$.90

$.60

$4.25

$.90

$.60

$4.85

$.90

$.60

$6.05

$1.20

$.90

$7.25

$1.20

$.90

14-DAY TRANSCRIPT:
A transcript to be delivered within
fourteen (14) calendar days after
receipt of an order.

EXPEDITED TRANSCRIPT:
A transcript to be delivered within
seven (7) calendar days after
receipt of an order.

DAILY TRANSCRIPT:
A transcript to be delivered
following adjournment and prior
to the normal opening hour of the
court on the following morning
whether or not it actually is a
court day.

HOURLY TRANSCRIPT:
A transcript of proceedings
ordered under unusual
circumstances to be delivered
within two (2) hours.

REALTIME TRANSCRIPT:
A draft unedited transcript
produced by a certified real-time
reporter as a byproduct of realtime to be delivered electronically
during proceedings or
immediately following
adjournment.

One feed 1$3.05 per page;
two-to-four feeds, $2.10
per page; five or more
feeds, $1.50 per page.

A real-time "feed" is the electronic data flow from the court reporter to the computer of each person or party
ordering and receiving the real-time transcription in the courtroom.
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FOR THE COURT:

PETRESE B. TUCKER
CHIEF JUDGE

